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ON SOME EXAMPLE OF A NON-MEASURABLE SET
In the first part of this work we denote by X^ and X 2 linear topological spaces and (l., and jig are G^-regular ff-finite non atomic measures defined on 6-fields M 1 and Mg containing all Borel sets of the spaces X^ and X 2 , respectively..
Using a method of V/.Sierpiriski we show that there exists a set A C X^ x Xg non-measurable in the sense of the product measure * (i 2 , which has at most n points in common with every n-dimensional linear proper subspace of X.j * Xg. We also give an example of a non-measurable set which has with every hyperplane at most n+1 points in common.
In the second part of this work we assume that X 1 and X 2 are separable metric spaces, and X^ is a topological space. T «e show that there exists a function FjX^ * X 2 -sup-measurable and non-measurable in the sense of the product measure ^ x H2' wIxer ® Hi and y2 are measures described above. Moreover, the paper also provides an example of a function P:X^ x Xg--X^ measurable with respect to 'f 1 * denotes the completion of which is not sup-measurable.
Throughout the whole paper we accept the continuum hypothesis.
I. Theorem 1.1. Let (X 1 ,M 1 ) and (X 2 ,M 2 ,^2) by two linear topological spaces with -regular measures , ¡xg defined on ¿-fields L!^ and Mg of subsets of X. and Xg, respectively. We assume that M^ and Mg contain all Borel sets in the respective spaces. Moreover we make the following assumption:
1° the space X 1 * X ? is of power continuum; 2° ji^ and ^g are 6-finite atomless measures; 3° the family of closed sets in the product space X 1 * X 2 having positive product measure * ¡xg is of power continuum;
4° the product measure * ¿Xg assumes the value zero on every linear eubspace contained in X 1 * X 2 different from x^ x x 2 » Under these assumptions there exists a set a C X^ X Xg, non-measurable in the sense of the measure fixfi2» with the property that the intersection of it with every n-dimensional linear subspace of X,j x Xg (different from X 1 x Xg) contains at most n points.
Proof. 
Let
De a sequence of all finite systems of elements of the sequence < a » which are linearly independent and which do not constitute e basis for the whole space X^ * :l2, and let {h®| be the sequence of all linear subs paces v/hich are determined by these systems.
In view of Assumption 4°, we have (fi^ x ^^) (LJ K®) = 0. i i a 11 Hence -vjKn t Let ca be the first point of the n i I a sequence (1 J not belonging to the set -wHn whose abn scissa is different form the abscissa of c^ for all |5<a.
Let A denote the set { c a}a<a • ' •< 0 shall show that this set has at most n points in common with every linear
assume that the set of all natural numbers n for which there exists a subspace of the space X^ * X2 (different from X^* X2) of dimension n which has with the set K at mo3t
n + 1 points in common, is non-empty. Let nQ be the least natural number in this set and let Hn be a linear subsoace o of dimension n which intersects the set A in at least o nQ+1 pointB.
Assume that the points h^,h2,...»h^ form a linearly independent system of points of the set k n Hn such that o every element of A r\ Hn can be represented as a linear o combination of h^ (i = 1,2,...,k).
' 'e have k $ nQ, More- Hence Case 2 has been reducted to Case 1. Case 1 and Case 2 lead to a contradiction with the assumption (L), hence the set A has at most n points in common with every linear subspace of dimension n (different from * ^2 ^ * Observe that the set A is not (/X^ x ¿ig) ~ measurable. In fact, its complement (X 1 x X 2 ) -A has interior (¿t^x measure equal to 0, because the set A intersects every closed eet contained in X 1 x X 2 with positive [¡x^* ¡J. 2 ) -msasure and the measure x ¿t 2 is Gg-regular. On the other hand, because all sections A^ = |y e X 2 ;(x,y) € a| are one -element, hence they have^ -measure equal to 0. Thus by Fubini's theorem the set A cannot have positive (^ x ¿i 2 ) -measure. Consequently, it is not (fi-j * ~ measu~ rable.
•Theorem 1.2. If we assume 1°, 2°, 3° of Theorem 1.1 and if, moreover, 4' the product measure x assumes the value 0 on every hyperpiane (the image of a translation of a finite-dimensional subspace/ contained in X^*X 2 , then there exists set A C X^ x X 2 non-measurable with respect to the measure flwhich has at most n+1 points in common with every hyperplane of dimension n.
The proof of the above theorem is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1.1, where denotes the system of all hyperplanes determined by finite systems of points from the family {c ft )^< a , where we assume that c^ does not belong to any hyperplane determined by a finite system of points cp where f <. (5 .
Corollary from Theorem 1.2. If X^ * X 2 is the Euclidean three-dimensional space and ¡x^ % ^ is 'the Lebesque measure in this space, then there exists a set A non-measurable in the sense of Lebe.sgue at most two points in common which has with every straight line, and with every plane at most three points in common.
II. Let X.j and X 2 be separable metric spaces and let X^ a topological space which is not one-point and in which all one-point sets are Borel. Let and ¡X 2 be regular 6-finite non atomic measures defined on 6-fields X 1 M 1 C 2 and M-j C 2 containing all Borel sets of the spaces X 1 and X 2 , respectively. Moreover, let us assume that the family of Borel functions f : X 1 --X 2 is of power continuum, in the space X^ X 2 the family of closed sets of positive x )-measure is also of power continuum, and the space X^ contains a subset A ^ M^. Definition 2.1. A function X 1 * X 2~X^ is said to be sup-measurable if fori every ¡1^ -measurable function f: a 1 -iunct i°n = P(x,f(x)i is -measurable.
i' h e o r e m 2.1. Ihere exists a function h : A -X 2 , where AC x f such that its graph G(h) is a subset not belonging to M^x M 2 and its intersection with the graph of every Borel function on with values in X 2 is at most countable.
f r o o f . Let us order all Borel functions on the space a.) with values in X 2 into a transfinite sequence of type & : (¿.1) ^ 1 ® ^2 * * * *' ^cl * * * * a< SI Moreover, let us order all closed subset of the spaoe X 1 * X 2 , whose ji^ * ¿Ji2~m easure positive, into a transfinite sequence (2.2) i , 1 ,P 2t ...,P ot> ... a < ffl|.
In the set P 1 we fix a point (a^jb^) where a^ e X^ and b^ € Xg and we put h(a^) = b^. We fix an ordinal number a<ffl(a> 1) and we assume that for every ordinal number p> «x there are defined elements a^ e X^ and values of the function hia^) = ^ 6 X 2 in such a way that (a^bg) 6 Pg-UG(fy), where G(f^) denotes the graph of the function f^ and ^ ^ a^ * a f for Observe that the set P a -vJ^Gifp) is (¿x^ x ¿i2^~m S i e r p i n s k i : Sur un problème concernant les ensembles mesurables superficiellement, Fund. Math. 1 (1920) 112-115.
